SMALL BUT MIGHTY
DO SPACE LIMITATIONS PREVENT THE SMALL FROM DELIVERING
MIGHTY POWER? DAVE WALSHA, COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
AT EMS, SHARES HIS INSIGHTS IN POWERFUL MINIATURE MOTORS
ncreasingly stringent efficiency regulations and
progressively smaller electronic devices have driven
the need for smaller motors. In fact, the world’s
smallest motor measures just one nanometre across.
However, many modern engineering advancements require
small motors that also have high torque and faster
actuation times. Small motors are beneficial in industries
where low weight is advantageous, such as in plane interior
cabin equipment, and in applications where space is
limited, such as in handheld medical devices. However, in
these applications, size must not compromise performance
– whether that’s ensuring cabin seats return upright quickly
before plane landing or a surgical tool performs well with
minimal exertion required from the surgeon.
Precision is key in the medical industry, where every
small movement matters during a procedure. The average
surgery lasts around two hours, but certain surgeries,
such as heart bypasses or laparoscopic procedures, can
take many hours longer. Surgeons must stay alert and
perform accurately without fatigue for these long periods
of time. Small, lightweight and powerful motors make
hand-held surgical tools easier to handle and control,
easing strain on the surgeon while also performing quickly
and accurately. These motors also benefit dentistry, by
allowing the dentist to perform with supreme control and
precision in tight oral spaces.
Another area of the medical sector where these motors
are beneficial is prosthetics, where they can power
artificial fingers. The low weight of the motors makes the
prosthetic more comfortable to wear, while the small size
makes the prosthetic look closer to real human form. The
high precision of the motors ensures the user can perform
a range everyday tasks unassisted, such as having the
ability to hold an egg carefully without breaking it or using
force to push a door open.
In the aviation industry, each milligram of weight
matters. In fact, a one per cent reduction in weight leads
to an estimated 0.75% reduction in fuel consumption.
Aerospace engineers who choose small, lightweight and
powerful motors to power interior cabin equipment, such
as electrically operated seat and window blind adjustment
systems, will gain significant fuel savings – helping to
save money and reduce emissions.
These points are even more valid in spacecraft, with
rocket fuel being incredibly expensive and environmentally
damaging. In fact, each pound of spacecraft costs around
£8,000 to launch into orbit. A particular area where
small, lightweight and powerful motors are vital is in
space rovers. Space rovers must be as lightweight as
possible to be successfully transported into space. They
must also possess high power to carry out their
investigative tasks in the extreme conditions of space,
such as low pressure, highly variable temperature and low
gravity. A space rover can have over 20 onboard cameras,
and motors are crucial in obtaining panoramic
photographs of the environment. Rovers also require
motors for their drills that excavate space rock and their
arms that place samples into onboard storage.
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Back on Earth, small and powerful motors play a key
role increasing factory efficiency. Manufacturers are under
increasing pressure to produce more product in a shorter
time frame. Facility managers who choose automated
machinery and robots powered by small motors will
increase efficiency and working capacity. In conveyer
belts, micromotors are small enough to be completely
encased within the conveyer, leaving only the belt
exposed. This allows products to move along a smooth,
clear surface without disruption that could cause damage.
The more compact design of the conveyer saves space
while increasing efficiency.
Assembly machines must manufacture complex
electronic products, such as printed circuit boards,
quickly and on a mass scale. Design engineers who
choose small and lightweight motors for assembly
machines will allow the machines to move more quickly
and take up less factory floor space. Further, robotic
precision grippers are tasked with quickly and accurately
manipulating small parts along the production line.
Engineers who design these grippers with micromotors,
rather than traditional compressed air, eliminate the need
for complicated supportive infrastructure while
maintaining speed and precision.
Design engineers must purposely design each motor
component to achieve high power with small size and low
weight. High power magnets create a stronger magnetic
field, which in turn increases torque. A high copper fill in
the motor further increases torque by providing more
conducting material and therefore a higher energy input.
The bearing type used in a motor can have a large
impact on size and power. Choosing the right bearing will
also affect the amount of friction generated from moving
parts and the resulting rotational speeds. Ball bearings in
particular can reduce friction while withstanding high
loads and have a small diameter. Ensuring all motor
components are densely packed together within tight
tolerances will further reduce motor size.
EMS supplies a wide range of Faulhaber miniature
brushed and brushless motors, with sizes ranging from
3mm to 44mm in diameter. The motor systems are
modular, so engineers can choose from different
components, such as motors and gearboxes, to form an
optimised combination to suit power and space
requirements.
MORE INFORMATION: www.ems-limited.co.uk
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